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                                   ABSTRACT

        Atmospheres of late-type supergiant cemponent of Zeta Aurigae-type stars are
     discussed, especially with respect to the state of ionization and to the condensed
     structure. After deriving the ionization fermulae for metallic elements in a locally
     condensed atmosphere, the reciprocal of the packing fraction of condensation, a, is,
     using Wilson and Abt's model, shown to have very high values and to increase
     towards upper layer of the atmosphere in order to suMce the observed values of
     degree ef metallic ionizatien, even though the ratio of number ef atems contained in
     condensed region to that of smoothed case, s, is nearly equal to unity. To avoid
     these difucultie$, high electron temperature of the atmosphere is a$sumed, and we
     extend the ionization formula by taking account of the effects of electron collision due

     to the high electron temperature, Temperature distribution of the atmesphere that
     can explain the observed degree of ionization is given with constant a as parameter
     for Zeta Aurigae and 31 Cygni. As for ca}ciurn, calculations are done for both cases,
     namely that of Tcall=O and Tc.II>1. 0ur discussion leads to results that in the
     lower layer of the atmosphere TE=m40000-"800001< for both stars and in the upper
     layer TE== 120000A•16000eK for Zeta Aurigae and Te =100000N120000K for 31 Cygni,
     and that loga•-mu2.5-v5 for both stars. Treatment of r-M-distribution of density is
     also discussed, but resu}ts are shown to be about the same with those of exponential
     form. It is shown that at least for 31 Cygni those condensations cannot be direct.ly
     identified as prominence-like clouds detected in the outer layer of the prirnary.

1. Introduetion

    When an eciipsing binary system consists of a giant or s"pergiant star of

!ow surface temperaeure and a much smaal}er and hotter star, observations of
the eclipses of the small star by its primary star are quite interesting, because we

have opportunity to study the atmospheric structure of the large and cool star,

though we cannot apply directly to the atmosphere of a sing}e late-type super-

giant star. Four systems with this eclipsing nature, namely, Zeta Aurigae, 31

Cygni, 32 Cygni and VV Cephei, were ascertained, and a number of observations

and analyses are carried out. Some figures about the eclipses and physical dimen-

sions of these four binaries are given in Table 1.

* Present address: 4th Division, Meguro Technical Research Laboratories, National Defence
  Agency, Tokyo, Japan.
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  Table 1.

lZeta Aurigae

Period (day)

Duration of total elipse (day)

Radius of primary star (106km)

Height of chromosphere (106km)
Radius of secondary star (106 km)

973

 38

140

350

 3.5

31 Cygni

3802

 61
 120

 35e

  7

32 Cygni

1141

 12
 150

 280

  2.1

VV Cephei

7400

 450

 720

2100

  3.5

   In the discussions of the atmosphere of prirnary component of system, con-

densation structure is considered by several authors (1, 2, 3, 4). There are two
reasons to assume the presenc6 of condensations: Tlte first reason is that the

state of metallic ionization in the atmosphere could not be explained with smooth

distyibution of matter in the atrnosphere, but locai}y condensed cloud would be

suthcient for the observational va!ues, because higher electron density in the

ciouds could reduce the degree of ionization. This hypothesis is proposed by

Wilson and Abt (1) for Zeta Aurigae, and later by Wright (2) for 31 Cygni.
Deutsch (5) also tried to app!y this hypothesis to discuss the circumste!!ar en-

velope of Alpha Hercu!is.

   The other reason is the prominence-like motions of calcium clottds at the pre-

and post-total eciipses which are confirmed from compiex structure of Call lines.

Such motions of calcium clouds are detected by McKellar et al. (3, 6) for 31 Cygni,

by McKellar and Petri (7) for Zeta Aurigae, and by McLaughlin (8) for VV
Cephei. In the case of Wiison and Abt's mode!, however, the packing fraction

of condensations becomes very small, and the existence of condensation in the

atmosphere makes the treatment of the problem compiicated. For Zeta Aurigae,

the present writer (9) proposed a model which has srnoothed distfibution of

matter and higk electron temperature. But it is not suthcient to explain the

degree of ionization especiaily with regard to the supp!y of electroRs.

   In this paper we discuss atraospheric naodeis which have increasing electron

temperature with heigkt and constant or decreasing a which is defined as reaci-

procal of packing fraction. But we do not refer to 32 Cygni because of the lacl<

of quantitative data.

   In bR2, geometry and the penetration of radiation from the hotter star into

the cooi atmosphere during atmospheric eclipse are presented. In bg3, atmosphere

of Zeta Aurigae is discussed. Considering the ionization formulae in the iocally

condensed atmospkere, variation of a' through the atmosphere in the case of Wilson

and Abt's medel is derived. In this case, a seems to have very high values and

increases rapidly towards the upper atmosphere.

                                               s
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    To avoid these characters of a, we assume h!gh electron temperature in
the atmosphere aRd derive the ionization formttlae for these conditions and tlie

dlstribution of electron temperature with heights. In bg4, similar treatment will

be applied to 31 Cygni. In S5, treatment of VV Cepkei is discussed. In bg6,

calculation is carried out under the assumption of r-"i-distribution of matter

instead of exponentiai form. In the !ast section, discussions of our results are

glven.

2. Treatment ef atmospkerie eclipse

2. 1 Before we enter into the discussions of Zeta Aurigae-type stars, it is neces-

sary to prepare the geometry of atmospherlc eciipse and the pass of radiation

from tlie secondary star to the extended atmosphere of the primary star. Aithough

it has been already formulated by severai authors, we summarize and present in

a rather generalized way. Now the secondary star is assumed to be far distant

from tke primary compared with the effective dlmensions of the atmosphere of

primary. Spherical symmetry of the primary star is also assumed. These assump-

tions wouid be reasonable in our case. At first, we discuss tke number of atoms

aiong the line of sight (Fig. 1). Let us consider a column of unit cross section

in the primary atmosphere along the iine of sigltt. Here rc is minimum distance

from the center gf the primary star to the colurnn, and ro the radius of the

primary star. In Fig. 1 the dotted line represents a section plane whose inter-

                              l
                              i
                                                     observer ds. to

deP h

rc
-m-

ro

:

l
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                              l,
                              l
                                  Fig. 1.

section with the star presents the disc of this star to the observer. s is measured

from this p!ane along the directed Iine. Let e be the angle between the vertical

line from the center to the line of sight and a line joining the center and a
point P whose distance from C is s. h means the atmospkeric height of p6int C.

Then we have
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                            ds == r. sec20de. (2. 1)
    Let n(r) be particle density in the atmosphere at distance r. Then the total

number of atoms Ar(s) per unit cross section from the secondary star, which is

considered to be at infinity from the atmosphere of primary, to the observer, is

glven by

                Ai(s) =w Sl.n(r) ds ww- Sl.f,n(r) r. sec2 fidO

                               == Se-.f,n(r. sec O) r. sec2ede, (2. 2)

which may be rewritten as :

          IV(s) == Slnt,n(r. sec e) r. sec2ede-F S,en(r. sec 0) r. sec2edO. (2. 3)

Usualiy the hydrostatic distribution of density is assumed, but the Gaposckkins

(10), Linnei (H) and others considered tke form proportional to r-M. We shall

consider these two cases.

Case A. ExPonential distribution of density

   Let no be the density at atmospheric base, and r be the density gradient. Then

                         ptll i,i, ,"wweSJ.7.lrJ,Iei• ] . (,. ,)

and we have

                         n(r) =: n.emeV(r-rc). (2. s)
Thus, we obtain from (2.2),

               N(s) =' N(e) = Sl.i,n.e-V(rcsec emurc) r. sec2 tide

                          =: n, r. S2nt2 erm7rc(sec emi) sec2ede. (2. 6)

Putting'tane:==t and bhanging variables in (2. 6), we have

          N(s) =- N(t) == n. r. Sl.e-vrc(Vi"t2mi)dt

                     === nc rc{Il..e Si                               -7r,cVi-y t2-i) dt ÅÄ e-7r.(Vi--Y t2-i) at}

                     =: n. r. {F( oo,rr.)ÅÄF(t, rr,)}, ' (2. 7)

where we have put

                       F(t, li) =: Sgeevk(Viww-: t•2-i)dt. (2. 8)

The total number of particle in the column is easiiy obtained as:
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              Nt.t.i == IV"(s == oo) === Ai(e =za -l'll-) = N(t == oo)

                   ww •n. r. S:ca e-Vrc(Vi-'L t-'-i)dt = 2n.r. F(bo, r rc) . (2. 9)

Now, we assume
                               ?' re >> 1. (2. 10)
Then, on}y the region t<<1 is effective for lntegration$ andi the function F becomes

the error function E:

                    E(t, k) i-i:: Sie-(lef2)t2dt, k>o, (2, 11)

and we have
                N(s) =: nc rc Sl.. e-yrc(t2fe) dt

                     -n. r.(SO-.e Si                               -yr,Ct2/2)dt-F e-vrc(t212)dt)

                     =n. r. [E(oo, rrc)+E(t, rr.)], (2. 12)
and
                        IVtotai ww 2nc rcE(oo, xrc)

                             =n. V2rc7rc, (2. 13)

or equivalently

                           nc == NtotaiV2;f;,• (2. 14)

Expressions (2,12) and (2.13) are approximate formulae valid only in the case
rrc>>1, and exace va!ues of N(s) and Nt.t,i can be obtained from (2.7) and (2•9)

respectively by performing numerical integrations. But the difference of appro-
ximate value of Nt.tai from the corresponding exact vaiue is ro"ghly estimated
with the ratio F((x), rrc)/E(oo, rr,). Fig. 2 shows this estimation.

   E.K.eq. .• 7rc)

   E(oo,7re)

2

7 rc

Fig. 2,
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Case B. r-M-distribution

   Recentiy, the ejection of the matter from the atmosphere of }ate-type super-

giant star has beeR confirmed (5). If we take these circumstances, together with

hydrostatic case, into account, it wil! be important te consider the case of rmM-

distributioR in the atrnosphere of Zeta Aurigae-type stars.

   We assume a distribution law of the form :

                          n(r) == n,(-ili.)-"' ,

and                                                                (2. 15)
                            flc =" "•o(-:ti-)-M .

Then we have
                       . n(r) ::-T vz.(-t.-.)wwM. (2. 16)

Using (2. 16), Eq. (2. 2) is written as:

   N(s) tu N(e) == Sl.1,n.(rc Sre.Ce)-"t r. sec2ede

              == nc rcSe..,x2 cosM-2ede == n. r.{S[1,,!2 cosm-2ede -t- Sg cosm-2 edE}

              ur n. rc[G({l-, m-2)+G(e, m-2)], (2. 17)

where
                         G(o, m) =- Se, cos";ede. (2. ls)

Tlte total number is expressed by

                     Nt.t.i =: 2nc rcG({i-, m-2)

                          === n. r. J/m}I- L/S- Z'(Z.ww/12-]/ /2), (2. lg)

which gives

                             Ntotai P(m/2)                         'Z"= r.,/mmnv. iz=iÅé'rtii2/nvrm"z'y2s• (2. 2o)

2.2 The prob!em of penetration of radiatlon from a high temperature star into

the cool extended atmosphere was treated by Str6mgren (12) for Epsilon Aurigae

system. Again we consider Fig. 1. Let ni, n2 and n. be the densiSies of neutral

atorn, singly ionized ion and free electron. Then, the formula of ionization in

the coiumn is given by

                  -Zl'.2-n. ==: le'5J3SnvXeT* T,'/.' Wem'i i!i.ff CenvVi, (2. 21)
                   nl
where
                       C... 10iS-38-pteT* T,i/2W, g2. 22)
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where Tt means the effective temperature of secondary star, TE the local
electron temperature of the cool star, W the dilution factor, and -z and ff have

usual meanings. ri is the uitraviolet optical depth along the ray from tke ioniziRg

star to Åíhe point considered. Let x and n denote the degree of ionization and

the total density of atom. Then, we have

                             :i:f::x)'n, l (2. 23)

                            ne == xn. i .
Using (2. 23), Eq. (2.21) can be written as:

                              X2                                 n=xe CewwTi. (2. 24)                             1-x

ri can be expressed in terms of She absorption coeficient ai in the ultraviolet

per atom and the number of neutral atoms per unit volume (1-x)•n as:

                            dTi == (1-x)naids. (2. 25)
From (2.24) and (2,25) we have

                            dTi == f' n2x2eH"'ids, (2. 26)

and then

                         S[''-2e, e-'i dri == {ll'- Sioon2ds. (2. 27)

Discussipg the nature of the integrations of (2. 27), Stromgren shows that, along

a given ray frorn the companion, considering atom wiii be almost compieteiy
ionized up to a certain point se defined by the following formula (2.28), and

then the ionization will drop very rapidly to a vaiue ciose to zero.

                             1== -[l}'- SSwnO.. "2 dS• (2• 28)

Consequently so can be considered as the position of boundary between the ionized

and neutral zoites. We apply this result to the two cases of density distribution

derived in bg 2. 1.

Case A. Exponential distribution

   Here, the rigkt-hand side of (2.28) is written as:

                      '               1 ==: -[lirt SS-O.. n2 ds == -[lfrt SIO.. ng e'2v rc(V'+t2wwi) dt

                            "= -Zt' n5 [F(oo, 2r rc)ÅÄF(te, 2r r.)]. (2. 29)
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From this formula we can find the boundary of ionization for a given n.. Of

course, when approximation (2.10) is vali'd, F-functions in (2.29) are replaced

by error ftmction E. The ray for which the ionization just extends through the

atmosphere, i.e. the critical ray, is the one Eor which te== " oo. Hence, the central

diensity on the critical ray is expressed by

                       nc'c'it == [2a,F(ooC, 2r r.)]i/2• (2. 3o)

If F is approximated by E, then (2. 30) becomes

                         nc,crit == ('i:-)i/2(ttiit:.)iva. (2•31)

                                                        'This is derlved by Wiison and Abt (1).

Case B. r-M-distribution

   In this case, from (2. 16) and (2.28), we have

            1 == [[}' SS-O..n2ds =-[l.l'-n"",Se-O..cos2mnv26de

                         = '[lifr' n3. [G(-lll-, 2m-2) +c(ee, 2m-2)]. (2. 32)

The central density on tke critical ray is given by

                      iic,crit == [2a,G(rr/g, 2mww2)]i12'

                           - [Åí ,/ rr-f-t' ES,;.z )ww 1]/2) •••]i/2. (2. 33)

3. The atmosphere of the K-type compollent of Zeta Aurigae

3.1 The systera of Zeta Aurigae has been known longer and investigated more

extensively than the others, from beth observational and theoretical aspects.

From the observation of 1934 eclipse, Christie and WKson (13) obtained the

reiative number of atoms of the various elements at varlous }evels above the

photosphere of K star, and discussed the structure of the atmosphere. Roach and

Wood (14) discussed the photoelectric observations during the eclipses of 1939•N,

i940 and 1947.v1948. Their conclusion is that the probab!e mechanlsm of light

extinction is due te the weakening of the radiation of B star by absorption Ilnes

produced in the K star's atmospkere, and the role of negative hydrogen ion is

ineffective. Wilson and Abt tried detailed discussions on the K star's atmosphere

with the spectroscopic data of 1939--1940 and 1947Av1948 eclipses. They derived

a number of important results for physica} quantities; nurnber of atoms along

the line of sight, density gradient and excitation temperature, and so on. One
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of the most important conc!usions of their discussions is that the atmosphere of

K-type superglant star should be consisted wlth discrete condensations of very

high particle density. Groth (4) also mentiored the condensed structure in the

atmosphere to eiplain meta!lic ionization iR the discussion ef 1950 and 1953

ecllpses.

3.2 The condensation structure in atmosphere is convenient to interpret low
degree of ionization, and it is necessary to estimate the packing fraction, or in

other words, the degree of condensation, and to know its var2ation Åíhrough the

atmosphere qualitatively. In this section we consider the ionization in locally

condensed atmosphere. As a first approximation we shall take rather simplified

case. Our assumptions are as follows:

G) A$suming a static atmosphere, we put the density distribution oÅí matter as

an exponential form. Treatment of rthM-distributlon will be discussed in a later

section.

(li) For the degree of ionization we take that of mean values obtained by dividing

the total nurnber of ionized atom in the column considered by that of neutral

atom. In our case this approximation seems to be suMcient.

(iib Normal cosmic abundance ratio is assumed.

   As observational quantities to which our discussions aye extended we take

from data of 1939"w1940 and 1947N1948 eclipses, which are shown in Figs. 3
and 4. Groth's data euring 1950 and 1953 eclipses are aiso piotted in Fig. 4.

   Total number ef various atoms and degree of ionization greatly depend on
the degree of ionization of Call to Calll. Following (2.31), the criticai density

of Call in the atmosphere of Zeta Aurigae is estimated to be 1.06Å~109, with
va!ues of r. =r: 1.4 Å~ 10i3 cm, r =6 E< 10wwi2 cm- ', W== 3Å~ 1or6, T* == TB :=-T 150000K, TE ==

40000K and ac.iir==2.4y. 10-i9. The central density of Call at 8Å~106km derived

from observation ls found to be 105•2, which is smailer than n.,.,it, and then

the ionization of Call to Calll proceeds by the radiation of B star. However, as

is shown by Wiison and. Abt, the presence of Lyman Beta absorption which Hes

19A shortward from the limit of Call may affect the Call ionization. The
absorption coethcient in the wing of a iine is given by

                         fe =- 16.5Å~10ww26(7,/d2,)2f. (3. 1)

With 7`:==1026A, dl =19A and f=7.9Å~10-2, and denoting the nurnber of neutral

hydrogen as N(H), we find the optical depth for Call due to the wing of Lyman

Beta as:

                        Tcaii =: 3.84Å~10"23AT(H). (3. 2)
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Wi}son and Abt estimate that the opacity due to Lyman Beta can suppress tke
ionization of Call over abouS three-fourths of the light path at tke heigkt of

8>< 106 km. That 2s, the suppression due to Lyfr}an Beta }ies in critical region for

Zeta Aurigae. By this reason we divide our prob}em into two extreme cases,
namely, Case l in which Tc.ii is nearly equal to zero and Case ll in which Tc.ii is

much larger than unity.

3.3 As we assume the exponential distribution of matter, the particle density

ef any atom or ion at any height is expressed by (2.4) and She total number by

(2.13). To make eur treatment easy, let us define the "uRiformly smoothed
distance" ss as:

        • s. == V2Zrrc. (3. 3)
Here ss has the meaning of }ength of column in which the al! of atoms of an
element on the line of sight aye distributed with uniform density nc.

   Taking s. and n. as standards, we discuss the condensed region and the other

regien-we calHt "ground region"-in the atmQsphere. OÅí course, the coRdensa-

tion may have vayious values of density and dimension, but in our simplified case,

we assume density of condensed payts in the column along tke ray to be constant.

   Now we proceed to calculate the degree of ionization of calciuri} in the locally

condensed atmosphere. Let NCC), n(C), sc, N(g), n(g) and sg mean the total number

oÅí atoms, density, and length of condensed and ground region in the column,

We assume further that electrons are supplied from metal.

(a) Case L rcaii == O•

   In this case, the ionization formulae for calcium are described as follows. For

She condensed region .
                        NSCa)lli fCcnii
                        Ar6g),l- "M ngc), (3.4)
                        NECa)ii fcai
                        N6C.)i == ngC)' (3'5)
                        ngC) -- nkCg,.i -- Dc.n8C.), (3• 6)
                             N6S)
                        n8Ca) -h s., (3•7)
and
                        IV8Ca' =" IVIEZ)ith] Ar8Ca)iiÅÄN8Cain• (3•8)

Here fcaii aRd fc,i are usual ionization constant$ for Call and Cal, narnely:

                        fc.II == 10i5'38MXCalleTp T,i12W? (3. 9>
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and
                         fc.I =,. 10'5E38-XCaleTB T,i12 V7V. (3. 10)

Dc. is the normal cosmic abundance ratio of metal to calcium, logDc.==-'1.8.

TE,the !ocal electron temperature, is Åíaken a$ the effective temperature of K star,

name!y 40000K, TB=:=150000K and YV=r-3Å~10-6. Remaining notations in the ex-

pressions of ionization constants fc.ii and fc.i are as usua!.

   For the ground region:

                         N8ga)m fc.nii
                         N8g.rmIi = ngg) ' (3•'H)

                         N8S•3i fcar
                         N8E.?, =ngs'), (3. 12)
                         ngg) =r- nf.g.)t.i == Dcan8g), (3• 13)

                               N8g.'
                         'i8{i'? =: s.' (3'14)
                                band
                         N8ga) =:: N8gal -P NSffali -lu N8ga'iii• (3' 15)

In Case l, in the exact sense, tke number of electrons supplied by Calll is twice

the number of Calll. But, with respect to n., these deviations can be practicaily

neglected and we can put n.==n.,t.i. Further, as is seen from Fig. 4, Ncau is

much larger than Nc.i, hence we can neglect Nc.i compared with iVcairfNcam
in the expressions (3. 8) and (3. 15).

   Since the quantities to be compared with observaÅíions are mainiy concerned

with Call and Cal, we obtain the two so!utions of family of ionization formu!ae
(3. 4) -- (3. 8) and (3. 11) -- (3. 12).

   For the condensed region:

 l8c?r m- NNi/11"))l-i• •:= fcaf/({lt',t• N6f.)ii -i•- -21- [--D,-//-n- Ne".,)ii g- {(t?;C.-g Ar8f.)ii)2g- t?tCs" fc.iiN8e.'ii}i/2]) ,

                                                                   (3. 16)
and
      nac' -:-T DsC.a NeE.in+-21--[-D-s7-" Nec.'iii- {({IC/ta--Nc.u)2+t3::Åí" fc.ii N8c.)ii}i/J] ; (3. 17)

and for the ground region:

i8g.l -= i;li/3tillii =- fc.i/(t/if.di N6{.in -S[-e:" ArEf',, f- {(D,c,n Ntf',,)2g- 2gc-afc.iiArEf',,}Ya]) ,

                                                                   (3. 18)
and
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      ngg' ":'=- DsC.a AI Eg.'ii + -S- [ nv Ls2-C."- IV tgi'ii -l- {(DsC.a NES5'H) 2 mir liiC,;afc.ii NeE.'ii}i/2] .
                                                                   (3. I9)

These two regions are connected as foiiows:

                         Xll')il-X'il'i,Ii:NN:a.:il)

                                                                   (3. 20)a.d N8Ca)i ÅÄN8ga)i =Ncai, i
                         Sc 't- Sg "" Ss. L

    Let a be the ratio of the density in the condensed region to that of the

uniformly smoothed case, and aiso B be the ratio of the total number in the

condensed region to that of the uniformly smoothed case. Tken we have

                             n(c)                          a== nc e)

and B .. zviGc). j (3•20
Then we get
                               N(c)                                        N                                    =x a- == an,, (3. 22)                          n(c) =
                                Sc                                        Ss
                          N(g) =N-IV(C) =- N(1-B), (3. 23)

                          NB/s. == aN/s., (3. 24)
and

                          s. k' s.B/a. (3. 25)
Consequently, we obtain

                          sg -- ss -sc -wn ss(1'ndB/tu), (3. 26)
and

                   n(g' --' N,(.g' - ,.N/Siwhww8-.)af "" ncevZimrmBLEL/• (3• 27)

We must notice that following (3. 22) and (3. 27), the solutions (3. 16) and (3. 18)

are functions of a. From the expressions (3.16)•--(3.27), we get"the mean
degree of ionization of caicium" Icai,totai:

                 Icai• totai Ei!i {NECa'u + IV' 8g.)ii} / {N8Ca)i -l+ AIESA'i}

                         -' 1/ {3/I EiC.'i (cy)+ (1-B) /l8SA), (cu)}. (3. 28)

Here, for convenience in further discussions, we shall define "packing fraction"

as 1/a. Thus, the mean degree of ionization of caicium is calcuiated with (3. 28)

taking a and B as parameters.
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(b) Case lL Tc.u>>1

    In this case, the expressions (3.4) and (3, 11) can be dropped from the family

of equations of Case l, and the terms IVc.m in the expressions (3.8) and (3.15)

are negligible. Then we have Nc.ii==Nc.. In Case U, l8C,)i,I8g.)i andi the mean

degree of ionization Ic.i,t.t.i are easily calcuiated with

                      l8Ca'i E!i! N8".'ii/N6C.'i == fcai/ngC', (3. 29)

                      ngC' == P-CaN8C.',,, (3.30)
                             Sc
                      IEg.'i =' N8g.'ii/N Eg.'i = fc.i/ng`", (3. 3o

                      ngg) xx DCa AiEg.),,, (3. 32)
                             Sg
and

                   lcai• totai == 1/ {B/l 8C.'i (a) -- (1wu B)/l8g.", (`z)}

                          = n,[cgB t- a(1{lilB)2/ (at-B)], (3• 33)

where

                             K=fcai/Dca• (3. 34)
If sc/sgr<<1, at is much greater than B, and then

                                      K                                             . (3. 35)                       lcal, totai ==                                n. [cuB + (um1mu- i9) 2]

(c) Ioniaation of iron

   We ltave a!so to discuss tlte degree of ionization of iron. In this case, too,

forma! difference of ionization formulae between Case l and Case If appears in

the expression of electron density. Ionization formulae are ;

for the condensed region

                      ISC.'i Ei'= ArSC.'ii/IVS".'i -ww- fF.YngC', (3. 36)

and for the ground reglon

                      ISg.'l pt=- NSg.'k/NSgl - fF.i/ng`", (3. 37)
where

                      fF.I ==- 10'5•38muXFeleTB T,Ya VPX. (3. 38)

For Case l, we use (3. 17) and (3. 19) for n8C' in (3.36) and ngS'" in (3.37),and for

Case U, we use (3.30) and (3.32).

   The mean degree oÅí ionization is expressed by

                 IFei• totai ffima' {N ftCe'ii " NSg.'Ii} / {NgC.'l TI' IVigl;

                        -L- 1/ {t9/lg".',(a) -- (1-S)/ISgl(at)}. (3. 39)
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Wiison and Abt showed that variations of the degree of ionization of calcium

and iron are not explained with the single model of smooth distribution, and

then assumed the model with condensation. But from their observations, an
impertant trend of meta!lic ionization was confirmed; the degree of ionization is

nearly constant throughout the atmosphere except for ca}cium. Although the
calcium anomaly is not yet exp!ained, we adopt the value of the degree of ioniza-

tion of calcium at the upper atmosphere, i.e., Nc.ii/Nc.itv5000. With respect to

iron, Wilson and Abt estirnate the abundance of NF.ii from Nca, and NFei from

7L3720 of Fel. Consequently, NF.i! and NF.ii/NF.i depend on the estimation of

Nca• We get NFeii/NF.i•'v2.2Å~10G for Case l and 500 for Case IL

   In the expressions (3.28), (3.33) and (3.39), setting vaiues of Icai,totai and

IFei,totai as the constant values described above, we can find reiation between cu

and nc. The centrai density n. depends on the atmospheric height. Then we get

a as a function of atmespheric height. Results are presented in Fig. 5 with 3

as a parameter. We do not estimate bl of iron for Case I, because the observed

degree of ionization exceeds the computed value and the assumption of condensa-

tion Iooses its validity. Further discussions are extended in b" 7.

                 Iog a
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7

:
4

3

r

                  m--'" Ca, Case J
                       Ca, Case II
                  "'•'-'"'"' Fe, Case JI

                         13 == O.1
                         rs -- O.5
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               .....,.... rs .wu.- 1
             /•"• .-....---- tB == O.1
           ,/'i..-•'JJ......---- i3 ::-=- O.s

        ,i'i•'iiC'.1..--•-""-"'"' '3 =r• i

        ,i' ltl tl
        tl tt t/      't/lt
      1" ltt t
    t.""-tt ttt tl Il

   ."" -t t 1    t!tttttte"

   tt 1t  tt 1t tt. /t- tl
 t- t -1lt /   //
 / tt
/

                    ,

o lo 2o 3o 4o Jrox lo6 km
  Fig. 5. Zeta Aurigae : loga versus height,

height
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   In Fig. 5 we can find var!ous chayacteristics; name}y, (i) ioga increases

rapidly from }ower to upper atmosphere by a factor of about 3. 5 ; (ii) Decreasing

of B makes a' }arger by an appreciab!e amount; (iii) The difference of }oga
between Case l and Case ll is about l.3.

3.4 As is seen in Fig. 5, ct takes a very high value. To explain the higher value

of the degree of condensation, we need more force to make condensation. From

the view of dynamica} equilibrium, large value of the packing fraction, i.e., small

value of a is desirable. Furthermore, rapid increase of ec witlt height makes the

probiem more complicated, because it is natural that the condensatlon should be

easily dissipated in the upper atmosphere than in the !ower atmosphere. It shouid

be desirable for a to decrease te the upper layer, or even not to increase. Here

we try to get an atmospheric modei in which electron temperature increases

with height and a is smaller and non-increasing with height. Increasing of

excitation ternperature with height was aiready found by Wilson and Abt (l) and

super-excitation in the upper atmosphere was suggested by Groth (4). Although

there are ambiguities in the mechanism at the upper atmosphere, the increasing

of temperature seems not so absurd.

   When the electron temperature increases, the electron collisioR becomes more

effective for ionizaiion. In tkat case, new ionization r'J'gmula should be used

by taking account of co!lisional ionization.

   Let Qi2, Q2i, Si2 and S2i be the coefficients of photo-ionization, photo-recombi-

nation, collisional ionization aRd recombination by triple collision of atom or ion,

respectively. Denoting the densities of atorn and singly ionized ion by n., and

•nx+, we have

                        nx+ wwmu Qi2(Te)-"Q2i(TE)                        'it'I'S-wwQ'2mui'('T'i)-g'il-n.s,',meCT"tmm)'' (3•40)

Since k is a sufficient approximation that Q2i>>n.S2i(TE), (3. 40) becomes

                       Ttx-y 1                       "" '=" -'r'fx(Te, TE) 'i' `/)x(TE), (3.41)
                       'iZxo ne
where
                       fx(Te, TE) ='=:" (?i2(Te)/(?2i(Te), (3. 42)
and
                          CP.( TE) = S,,( T,)/(?,,( 7',). (3. 43)

SuthÅ~ x of f and (P means the respective element.

   f is the ratio of photo-recombination to pkoto-ionization and is given exactly

by our previous ionization foyrnulae as:

                          f. =- 10'r'•38um"KxeT. T,if'-"W. (3. 44)
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Using Uns61d's expression (15), we have

                      (Px "" 31'6/33i um,C.r,(':-H.)2ei."'i(1-F /"Pt), (3• 45)

where
                                   '                                     hVn                                Un =: ET-, (3. 46)
and 4r is the number of outermost eiectron, o" the reciprocal of Sommerfeid's fine

structure constant, 6==2neZ/hc==:1/137, and e the correction factor for the recombl-

nation in excited state due to Elwert (16).

(a) Case L rcaii :=O

    For calcium, ionization formulae are described, for the condensed regions, by

                   AIECa'm/NECa'ii "=' n-lgc)fcaii+ipcai!, (3• 47)

                   IV8Ca'Ti/NECa'i :" th,e)fcaia- Åëcai, (3. 48)

                   NftC' =(AI8C.'i He N8".'ii+NEC.'iii)Aca, (3• 49)

                                      1   . ngC' =nfuCg,,,+nkC4 -: -st (Dc.N8C.'+NftC,'.), (3. 50)

                   IVftC4/NftCo' rm- .plgc)fH"ÅëH, . (3' 51)

while, for the ground region, we have

                   NEg."m/N8g.'ii ":'" .nvlg,>fcaii+ Åëcaii, (3' 52)

                   N8g.'ii/NEga'i == hTl,irig)fcai-FÅëcai, (3• 53)

                   Nff'=(N8"a'i+N8ga'iiÅÄN6ga'm), (3• 54)
                   ngg' == nfu".',.i+nftg? == -g;;(Dc.NEg.'ÅÄArftg?)Ac., (3. 55)

                   AIkg?/ATft",' == iiKlifig,>fH ÅÄÅëH• (3. 56)

Ac. is the normal abundance ratio of hydrogen to calcium, nafnely logAc.---5.6.

NH, means the total number of neutral hydrogen atom. As done before, Nc.i can

be neglected compared with AIc.u+Ncam. Since the critical density of hydrogen

derived from Strdmgren's criterion is lognc,crit=8 and is smal!er than the

den$ity derived from the observation of calcium, the first terms on the right-hand

sides of (3.51) and (3.56) are both nearly equal to zero.

   Taking account of these approximations, the family of equations for collisional
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ionization can be solved. Thus, we have, for the condensed region,

IECa'i =' i\l?iii == fcai [tS N6Ca'ii+ -S' {-,1-. N8Ca'ii (Åëcaii- 1) + [{SN8Ca'ii (ipcaiz ww 1) }2

                         -F 4-s"Xlz IVECa'ii{fcai!+ "iS NECa'i2iÅëcaii}]Y"}]Mi HF Åëcai , (3• 57)

ngC' == gS N8Ca'ii + 'Sm {suS, N8C.'ii (Åëcaii- 1) 'F [{S NEC.'ii(Åëcaii- 1)}2

                               ÅÄ4'S N8Ca'ii{fcan ÅÄ -Ili; NECa'i!Åëcaii}]i/"} , (3. 58)

where

                            .1 "= Dca -F ÅëH'Aca, (3• 59)
with
                                       1                              ÅëH' =" 1-all, (3. 6o)
                                                      'and for the ground region we have

iEg.'l -- iilli,iali =:= fc.i[-,J-g Ntg.',,+ -S {lg i AT 6g.'ii (Åëcaii-i) {- [{-g} NEZ'ii (Åëcaii-i)}2

    ' . -F4-giJAIEga)ii{fcall-i-C-NEg.)iiÅëcaii}]iA"}]-i'+Åëc.i, (3T61)

ngs') su eNEg.).+g{-gll ArEs2,, (Åëc.ii-o -y [{-gi,;N8g.),, (Åëc.i-i)}2

                                  +4'g rNtg.'!i{fcair+eN8g.'i,}]Y2} .                                                                   (3. 62)

(b) Case lL Tcaii>>1

   B star's radiation is not effective to ionize Call to Calll, and the cerrespond-

ing terms can be neglected. The famiiy of equations is simplified and is then

solved using approximations as applied to Case L Thus, we have, for the con-

densed region,

                     N6Ca'iiYN8Ca'i! "" Åëcaii, (3• 63)
                     NEC.'u/NEC.'i me rECS.i'H'-Åëcai, (3• 64)
                                 ne
                                                            '                     NftC) == (ArEC.'i+NEC.'u+IVtC.'m)Aca, (3• 65)

                     ngC' -:: -l-(Dc.N8C.'+(PH'NHA"), (3.66)
                           Sc
whiie, for the ground region, we get

                     NEga'iii/NEga)ii "" Åëcaii, (3. 67)
                     N8g."ii/N8ga'i-umt.C.,,"')i:i-dicai, (3'68)
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                    Nftg' == (N8g.'i"N8g.'iiÅÄN8g.'m)Aca, (3• 69)

                    ngg' =-I!- (Dc. Ai8g."+(bH' NH). (3• 70)
                          Sg

Consequentiy, the final selutions become as follows. Name}y, for the condensed

region, we have

           lsc.', == Nlvl/a.)l'i == fc.i/[IVg(la)ii {Dca+Aca(1+Åëcai!)(pH'}]"Åëcai, (3• 71)

                            N8Ca)ii
                       }igC' "" s. {Dca+Aca(1+Åëcan)(PH'}, (3.72)

while, for the ground region, we have

           iEg.), =- i\igai)i,i =L- fc.i/[l>I/f.g")ii {Dc. -F Ac.(i-p Åëc.ii)ipH'}]g- Åëc.i, (3• 73)

                            N8g.)ii
                        cg) rm                       ne "- s.ww {Dca+Aca(lmi-`Pcall)(PH'}• ' (3. 74)

(c) Ionieation of iron

    For iron we consider Case ll oniy. We can use ngC' and n.Cg) as derived from

calcium, and simplified formulae are obtained. Thus,

                        NfiCe'ii/NSCe'i imma ftil,lce'si'+ÅëFei, (3• 75)

                        ArSg.'l,/Arscl -•- tde/,;- -y ipF.i. (3• 76)

We take (3. 72) and (3. 74) for 7igC' in (3. 75) and n8`" in (3. 76).

3.5 Throughout subsections (a), (b) and (c) in bR3.4, the connecting relations

between both regions and tlte mean degree of ionizaSion are the same as those

already expressed by (3.21)--(3. 27), (3.28), (3.33) and (3. 39). Degree of ioniza-

•tion for each case (a), (b) and (c) are caiculated and skown in Fig. 6 as functions

of Nca/ss or IVFe/s. with TE as a parameter.

   Fo}iowing the discussion in bg 3. 4, iet us discuss the atmosphere with constant

packing fraction. With the formulae derived, the mean degree of ionization is

expressed for both calcium and iron as foliows :

                       It.t.i =: ip(TE, tt"--ii, cu, i9). (3. 77)

Since heights for given Nc./s. or Ni?./s. are derived from observationai data

shown in Fig. 3, (3. 77) has a form:

                       Itotai =": l!"(TE, h, a', i3). (3. 78)

.
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By the discussion in bR3.3, taking fixed values of It.tai, namely, 5000 for

calcium and 500 for iron, the suthcient conditions for electron temperature are

required as

                            T, :-- ZY"(h, cu, II)). (3. 79)

Y' is given in Figs. 7a and 7b as a function of height with a and 3 as parameters.

Electron densities in both regions are determined by (3.58), (3.62), (3.72) and

(3.74). They are direct!y affected by ev and B. In Fig. 8 we plotted electron

density versus atmospkeric height for the case of uniformly smoothed distri-

bution.
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4. Tke atrnesphere of tke K-type cemponent of 31 Cygni

4.1 Because of quiee recent discovery of the nature of atmospheric eclipse of

31 Cygni by McLaughlin in 1950 (i7), d!scussions on this star are not so much

as tkat for Zeta Aurigae. Recently, detailed analysis was doRe by Wright (2) for

1951 ecl2pse, aRd he suggested the condensed structure of the atmosphere.

   Let tts estimate the reciprecal of packing fraction whiclt may agree with the

observed degree of metaMc ionization with normal temperature of the K-type
atmosphere. Simplifying assumptions used for Zeta Attrlgae, i.e. (l)t--(iii) ln bR 3. 2,

are aiso adopted for 31 Cygni. We use the observed data for 1951 eciipse by
Wright. His data are rather more detailed than those for Zeta Aurigae; She total

number along the ray and the degree of ionization are given for neutral and
ionized iron, calcittm, titanium and scandium and so on. Although there are some

scatters from each other in the estimations, it will be convenient to know the

whole feature of the star. The total ngmber for each element along the line of

sigltt aRd their degree of ionlzation observed by Wright are shown in Figs. 9

aitd 10. As iR the case of Zeta Aurigae, it is necessary to examine whether tke

!onization of Call to Calll proceeds or not. Applying (2.31) with TB==186000K,

Te ==39000K, W=:7.4)/ 10um7, ac.ii==2.4Å~10ndi9 and rsu1Å~10wwa2cm-i, we see that

}ognc,c,it==8.96, which is much larger than the observed central density of Call
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at any height. Hence we consider that K-atmosphere is transparent for radiation

to lonize Call. Here we examine the suppression effect due to Lyman Beta
absorption. The optical depth for Lyman Beta at the wavelength corresponding

to the absorption edge of Call is already given in (3.2). For the total ngmber

of neutral hydrogen vLre take tentatively the mean of values estimated from the

abundance of each element obtained by Wright. Then we find that rcaii is of
the order of unity at the height of 27Å~10G km and several ten times larger at the

lower atmosphere. Then if we also take account of the scatter of observed vaiue

of N(H), the suppression of radiation by Lyman Beta absorption is large and

the central density lies in critical value. Consequently, in this section too, we

consider two extreme cases, Tcaii )r:O and rcaii>>1.

    By a similar method to that in bR3, let us derive the reciprocai of packing

fraction with normal K star's temperature. Solutions for the i'wo cases of calcium

are obtaiBed with the use of Eqs. (3.4)"v(3.15) and (3.29)N(3.32) directly. For

other element x, denoting the quantities with suMx xo for neutral atom and xS'

for singly ionized atorn, we have the family of equations as foliows. Thus, for

the condensed region:

                         Ngc.)/NC.c,)=f.,/n8e), (4. 1)

                         ngC) =: nkC.),.i :=: DxnftC), (4• 2)

                         n2C) :== N./s., (4.3)
                         Nkc) -= Nkc,)+Ngc.), (4. 4)
and for the ground region:

                         Nkg.)/Nft.g) -:: f.,/ng`'), (4. s)

                         n8g' == nfu".'t.i == D.nkg', (4. 6)

                         n(."' =:= Ngg'/sg, (4. 7)
                         ATkg) -- N(.g,)+N;g,.), (4. 8)
where

                         f., === 10i5•38-XxoeTBT,i/aW. (4.9)

Here, the notations are the same as those in bR3. We take logD.==3.3 for ['i,

4.9 for Sc, and 1.1 for Fe. Relations between the condensed region and ground

region are given by (3. 21)•v(3. 27).

   Wright confirmed that the degrees of ionization for the metal are neariy

constant throughout the atmosphere as in Zeta Aurigae. We estimate the cen-
stant values of the degree of ionization from Fig. 10 as follows:
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                        log ArTin/NTii = :: 3.5 ,

                        log NFeir/NFei :::` 1•5 ,
                                                                (4. 10)
                        log Nscii/Nsci == 2•2 ,

                        }Og Ncaii/IVcai : 2.2 .

Using (3. 4)N(3. 15), (3. 29)tw(3. 32) and (4. 1)-v(4. 10), we get the relation between

a and h by the same method as used in bg3.3. Resuits are presented in Fig. 11.

They are plotted for 3=ut1. In the case of 31 Cygni, the increase of ev with

height is not so abrupt as in the case of Zeta Aurigae.
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4.2 As discussed in St3.4, we again consider the atmospherlc model to get
observed values of the degree of ionization, taking a as constant throughout the

atmosphere. Formulations are perforrned as done in bR3.4. For both Case l and

Case ll ef calcium, (3.47)--(3. 56) and (3. 63)•v(3. 70) can be applied. For another

element x, we ge-t, for the condensed region,

                     NY?/NkZ' :filgbsfx,l- `Px,, (4• 11)
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                     NS{C' -- (NkC,'-FNkCi')A. ,

                     ngc) ... -IL (D. Ar ftc) + ip ,fAT kc') ,

                           Sc
and, for tlie grouird xeglon,

                     N;'"'/Nkg' == izl]sgg)fxoÅÄÅëxe ,

                     Nfrg) == (Nftf)+Nkg-i))A.,

                     ngg) == JL (D. Ar kg) + Åërf Ar kg)) ,

                           Sg

where A. Is the abundance ratio of hydrogen to eiement x,

=:7.1 for Ti, 8.6 for Sc and 4.9 for Fe.

   Then, for the condensed region, we have

          iog ix-,// l-r

and we t;ake

(4. 12>
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                  NY-:'/Ng'Co' "= (Nle)7,.) {fDX;+A.. ,p,,i}+(bx,, (4• 17)

                  ngc) .. l)t.C.E,fl {D.ÅÄA.Åë.'}, (4. luQ)
                        Sc

and for the ground region, we get

                  NS:ti'/Nkgo' =" (Nf.g>/,.) {bO.ÅÄA.ip,,,'}+Åëxo, (4' 19)

                  ngg) ,,. IV'kg' {D.+,t!.Åë.i}, (4. 20)
                        Sg
where we have aiso assumed thaÅí Ar.,<<N.a-. In Figs. 12a•-v12c the computed

degree of ionization is skown as a function of particle density N/s for each

element witk TE as a parameter.
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    Now, we construct an atmosphere with constant ev throughout the layers

which may give the observed values of the degree of ionization as given in•

(4.10). The curves of electron temperature p}otted against height, namely the

curves of the function ?P' defined by (3. 79), are presented in Fig. 13 with a and

B as parameters. The uniformly smoothed values of electron density caiculated

from each element are given in Figs. 14a and 14b. In Fig. 14c geometrical mean

of those va!ues are given. It wiil be seen that loca} density varies with cr.

Looking at Figs. 13 and 14a--.14c, it is found that numerical vaiues for each

element are somewhat scattered, especially in the case of titanium.
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5. The atmosphere of the M-type comporient of VV Cephei

   Owing to its large dimension of VV Cephei, the scale of atmospheric eciipse

is much iarger than the other three stars, and the last observed data are obtained

at the eclipse in 1936. Akhough a number of observations are reported, dis-

cussions on the atmospheric structure of M-type component are still diMcult,

especially because of its intrinsic variable character. In this section we use the

data obtained by Goedicke (18) at 1936 eclipse, and try to discuss tke state of

ionization in the atmosphere in connection with the results in the preceding

sections.

   From the analysis of absoyption lines observed in partial phase, Goedicke

derived the ratio of total number of atoms of neutral and ionized elements in

the column of unit cross section from the B star So the observer, to that in tlte

p]rotosphere of the M star. Denoting the former by N and the latter by NM, his

results are reproduced in Fig. 15a for calcium and for titani"m. Although the

observed value of degree of ionization cannot be determined directly without

knowing the total abundance of ionized and neutra1 atoms in the column from
the B star, we can know the order of degree ef ionization from Goedicke's data.

   The ratio of N/NM of x"" to that of xe is expressed by
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                    ATIx+/NM,xÅÄ lh Nx'lk 1                                               . (5. 1)                    Arxo/NM,x, h liK711T, ATM,x"/NM,xo

The denominator in the second factor on the right-haRd side in (5.1) is the

degree of ionization of element x in tke atmosphere of M star along a ray from

B star. Ionization due to M star's radiation can be obtained from

                    ftVilili l;n. :== 10'5+38maXxoeTiltii2, (s. 2)

where TM is the effective temperature of M star. We adopt TM== 27000K. The

left-hand side of (5.1) is estimated with the use of Fig. 15a and is given in

Fig. 15b. Hence Nxrl-/N., can be deduced witk n. as a parameter. Next, we

                 ..N.
                 NM

               150

                                                Till
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                                          Call                50
                                Til
                            caL)>=tw<=='

                          O.02 O.04 O.06                                                ro
                  Fig. 15a. VV Cephei: NINN versus height.
                          (By Goedicke)
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consider the ionization in the M star's atmosphere du' e to radiation from B star.

The ionization formuia can be expressed by

                        Nx+                           n. =10i5-38HXxoeTBT,i/2W, (5.3)                        Nxo

and we can estimate N.--/N., with ft. as a parameter, taking values of TB--120000K

and W=mo2Å~10-6. If we assume that the electron density a!ong the ray from the

B star is equal to that above tke photosphere of M..star, (5.2) is much iarger

than (5.3), and the radiation from B star has dominant role in the ionization oÅí

metal. The degree of ionization in the co}umn along tke ray derived from (5. 1)

is obviously much lower than that derived from B star's radiation. From these

differences we can deduce the pacl<ing fraction or its reciprocal ev in the atmos-

phere as derived in bg3. Theresults are shown in Fig. 16. But we do not want

to proceed to further discussion$, because of the lack of quantitat!veiy accurate

data.

              Ioga

"

'

ii

              Ca, B :1

/ Ti,S=i

                     o.o2 o.04 e.o6 o.os ro
                    Fig. 16. VV Cephei: loga verstts height.

6. Treatment ef r-M-distributien of the matter in the atmosphere

   In bggb3, 4 and 5, our considerations are based oR the assumption of the
hydrostatic distyibution of matter. As described in S2, recent observations show

evidences of prominence-iike motion of cloud which expaBds to the outer atmos-

phere or slow ejection of matter of late supergiant stars.

   These circgrr}stances suggest that we should treat the density distribution

as of expanding form. As the simplest treatment for thi$ problem we consider
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 rH"' density distribution and deve!op simi!ar discussions as done in bRg.3 and 4

 with respect to Case Il of ca!cium at the upper atmosphere of Zeta Aurigae and

31 Cygni. For the case of this distribution we have already prepared the ex-

pressions for the number of atoms in the column from the secondary star during

the atmospheric eciipse, (2.19), and critical centrai density, (2.33) in bg2. To

discuss the observational data we must start again from the discussion of the
                                                              i,,variation of total nurnber in the co}umn with height, i.e., Fig. 3 for Zpta Aurigae
                                                              iand Fig.9 for 31 Cygni. Instead of r for the case of exponential forrh, we must

find the exponent m from those curves. For the case nz==2, the continuity of

matter holds. When m is greater than 2, the physicai interpretation of flow will

become complicated. However, in this section we shal! determine m formally,
and proceed our discussions.

    We consider a co!umn wkose minimum distance from the center of the K star

is ro. (see Fig. 1.) The total number of atoms along the ray from the secondary

is given by

                   N(r,) == n, re ,/i-il Zrr' (tZ!5-l)lf' (-M2-), (6. 1)

and tke total number at the atmospheric height r is given by

                  N(r) -= no(-ili)-Mr/-iiN"Inv'(ZZk2-L-l:)/7(-2Zl-). (6. 2)

Consequently we obtain

                          dlogN(o ww -(m-1)                                   ww ".J, (6. 3)                             dr                                         r
and

                          d2 logN(r) rm m-1                             dr2 -'7,mu' (6' 4)
As long as m>1, (6.4) is always positive. Hence, curves of loglV versus h are

concave upward, while curves for the case of exponential distribution are straight

line with single gradient. As the observed cttrve has upward concave nature,

the assumption of r-M-distribution iaw seems favorite to the case. But, in genera!

observed curve cannot be expressed with single value of m-exponent. Now, if we

assume that single value of m-exponent can be app!ied to fit the curve between

ro and r, then from (6.1) and (6.2) we obtain

                             ,",((;o)) .. (-;:.)tn-i,

and therefore

                          .= iog ;>ig7g,)(tho,g iV( r) d. (6. s)
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   With the observed valttes of N(ro) and N(r), we can determine m which
describes the decrease of density. We apply tl?is interpretation to upper at-

mosphere of 1.2-vl.35ro. They correspond to the atmospheric heights of 28Å~
le6 kmN48Å~106 km for Zeta Aurigae, and 24Å~106 km-v41Å~ 106krn for 31 Cygni.

   Using the data in Figs. 3 and 9, and the expression (6. 5), we find m-ua13 for

Zeta Aurigae and m xe3 for 31 Cygni. With these values of m, we repeat dis-

cussions as dione in bRRb3 and 4. In this case, s. and n. defined as uniformly

smoothed distance and density in bR 3 should be replaced by

                    s, == r.}/-il" f' (M2-1)lz-' (-lill), (6. 6)

and
                    nc == IVit.t.il{r.i/-iE--(M2ww1)/I'(-n2Z)}, (6. 7)

respectiveiy.

   We divide, as done in bg3, the atmosphere into two parts, name!y condensed

and ground regions and derive the reciprocal of packing fraction cr with normal

K star's temperature for Case ll with (3.29)N(3.33). Resuits are presented in

Fig. 17. In this case aiso ev increases towards the upper atmosphere. As done

in b93. 5, in this section again we ca!culate tke eiectron temperature which can

explain the observed degree of ionization with constant ct, by (3.63)N(3.74).

For the expression of distance s, and density n., (6.6) and (6.7) are applied

log cs
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5

         ts--apm'--"-'""nv-mu=""  t
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t 7----z-- B----1
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31 Cygni

Case ll

     o.1, o.2 e.3 O.35 ro
Fig. IZ log a; verstts' height for the case of rmM-distribution.
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                                    '
instead of (3. 3) and (2. 14). Finally, we get the expression of Te versus h, namely

Y', which should be compared with (3. 79). Results are shown in Fig. 18 with

r instead of h.
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             Fig. 18. TE verst{s height for the case of r"'M-distribution,

7. Summary and discussions

   In the previous sections, we obtained the reciprocai of packing fraction, a,

with the assumption of Wilson and Abt's condensation structure that divides the

atmosphere into condensed and ground regions. From our re$uits, for exarr}ple

in the Case Il of calcium for Bi"==1, we find that for Zeta Aurigae logev ranges

from 3 to 5 in the lower atmosphere and from 5 to 6.5 in the upper, and for 31

Cygni, logev ranges from 4.5 to 5.5 throughout the atmosphere. For VV Cephei

loga for calcium and titan!am is of tlte order of 3-v4 and shovsTs slight increase

in the upper atmosphere. In the case of Zeta Aurigae we used the degree of

ionization at the upper atmosphere as constant value tliroughout the atmosphere,

and when we take account of the anoma!ogs depression of calcium ionization in

the iower atmosphere, the increment of loga from the lower to upper atmosphere

is reduced by the oyder of 2. But taking account of Groth's data the drop of

degree of ionization in the lower part is not so conspicuous, and hence our in-

crement of log a' seems to kave sound value. Next, we derived electron tempera-

ture distribution with height that agreed witk observed ctegree of ionization by

the genenera! ioRization formula with local condensations and high electron
temperature, under the several assumptions described in bR 3. The resuits depend
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on the assumed .values of av and B and tke trend of temperature increase of

curves differs appreclably from one another. Hence, we cannot say definite
so!ution, but a crude estimation of our curves shows that e}ectron temperature

may chaltge from 4eOOOK"v80000K in the Iower level to 120000K-w160000K in the

ttpper in the case of Zeta Aurigae, and frem 4CCeOK--8CCOCK in tlre lower level

to leOeOOKiv120000K in the upper in the case of 31 Cygni. The resuits of 31 Cygni

show larger seatter than those of Zeta Aurigae owing to the variety of considering

e}ement.

   It goes wlthout saying that the curves corresponding to the smaller vaiues

of a iie above those corresponding to greater vaiues of cy. CoRsequently, we can

imagine a family of solutions as a family of trajectories on which the value of

a decreases as the value of lt increases.

   We prefer these trajectories as the so!ution to those which are given by

constant values of a, since the former seems more persuasive from the dynamicai

point of view. But, choice of practica! solution for the given conditions implies

further results of observations.

   The vaiue of a cannot be sma}ier tkan that in Figs. 7a, 7b or 13, unless the

value of fixed degree of ionization applied to Eq. (3.78) is altered. In other

words, calcuiation gives necessari}y greater values to the degree of ionization

than observation does, so far as the va!ue of a is smaller tkan that given in the

figure. Owing to the scatter of observed data the va!ues of observed degree of

ionization have some range of error. However, for the smaller a higher value

of eiectron temperature is required. For higher e}ectron temperature tkan that

of maximum value we obtained, spectra} lines of higher order ions couid be

observed. Tke upper limit of electron temperature should be determined. There-

fore, suitable value of ioga for Zeta Aurigae is 2.5AJ4 for calcium and 3.5--5 for

iron. For 31 Cygnl, !oga is 2-v5 if we take account of the scatter of obser-

vational data. Comparing those values of cL' with those for T.== TE, higher electron

temperature hypothes2s can reduce a' by a order of 102--10`. With respect to the

ionization of Call to Calll, we kave treated two cases. For Zeta Aurigae, Wiison

and Abt showed that iÅí the atmosphere was transparent for Call ionizing radiatlon,

nameiy in Case l, the abundance of each element increased remarkably, so tkat

they preferred Case ll in which the ionization was suppressed by Lyman Beta

absorption. For 31 Cygni Wright considered only Case IL If the Lyman Beta
absorption suppresses tlte Call ionization, then N(H) satisfying Tcaii xl is about

1023. N(H) should not be affected largely by our high electron temperature

kypothesis. Owing to the scatter of N(H) we cannot derive any decislve con-

clusion abeut Lyman Beta absorption. L.et us examine the abundance of element
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for both cases. Comparisen between Case l and Case U is pre.sented in Table 2

for both stars when Te=40000K. Even the assumption of high electron tempera-

ture cannot remove off such quantitative differences between Case I and Case IL

Particularly for 31 CygRi, n. and nH as derived from Case l are increased by a

factor of 103 and presene conspicuous difference from the resuits for other metals.

Furthermore, for Zeta Aurigae, as discussed in >lj 3. 3, degree of ionization for iron

for Case I much exceeds that of calcium, though ionization potential of iron is

higher than calcium. Partic!e density in the K-type supergiant atmospkere is still

unknown exactiy, but the abundance derived fyom Case l seems too large and
hence it will be reasonable thaS we prefer Case II to Case L

                 Table 2. Comparison between Case l and Case IL

Case I

Case II

Zeta Aurigae I 31 Cygni
e.057 ro

log n. I log n}i

l..

9.4 i

7.2

13.9

10.9

O.34 re
log ne l log nH

7.s I 11.6
    i4.1 l 7.8
    i'

O.057 ro
log ne, I log ni-i

     '2g 13.3

10.3

O.034 ro

log ne
l• log nH

:g 12.7

 9.1

   We obtained smaller value of a with the assumption of kigh eiectron tempera-

ture, but even our xralues of cr seem still too !arge.

   During the ec!ipse of Zeta Aurigae-type stars prominence-like motions of Call

ciouds are observed, and it is said that those clouds may correspond to the conden-

sations original}y proposed by Wi}son and Abt. Up to the present, the most
detai!ed analysis of calcium c!oud was done for 31 Cygni by McKellar et aL (6).

LeS us discuss briefly this star, though the atiro.crLeric regien in vs•Y.ich satellite

lines are observed is higher than that discussed in bR 4. Following their observa-

tions, examples of Call satellite line produced in the outer atmosphere accompanied

by principal line are cited in Table 3. Total number of Call along the line of

      Table 3. Equivalent width and number of Call atoms in the line of sight for
              double K-lines. (Reproduced from McKellar et al.'s Table)

Phase

40.6 days

41.6

71.6

8Z6

Equivalent width

 Violet
Åëomponent

  Red
component l

Log No. Ab$orbing atoms

O.29 A

O.12

O.09

O.12

 Violet
component

O.15 A

O.09

o.e7

O.04

12A2
22.14

i2.02

12.14

  Red
component

12.25

12.02

11.95

11.79

sight estimated wltk main line is shown Fig. 19. According to

discreÅíe cloud of Call of dimension of 2Å~10'km can exist.

Fig. 19 t.he density gradient in the Quter atmosphere, which

their estimations,

We can find from
 is 7.2 Å~ 10"i4 cm-i
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between h:=-14Å~le7 km and 33Å~107km. For exampie, we take tentatively calcium

cloud at phase of 40.6 days. If we assume that red compenenS corresponds to

moving cloud as in the inner atmosphere, then we can find from Table 3 the value

of B deflned in bg 3, i.e. Bcr O.4.
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            Fig. 19. 31 Cygni: Call distribution in the outer atmosphere.
                    (Plotted by McKellar et al.'s Table)

   Applying the density gradient r obtained from Fig. 19, we find that s. at this

atmospheyic height is 4.7Å~10i3cm and hence we have nc,c.=O.09. If we assume

that the constant degree of ionization in the inner atmosphere obtained by Wright

is continued to this layer, and that TE is the norma! effective temperature, we

can find that a becornes 105•` for Case l and 109•5 for Case IL On tlie other haRd,

the linear dirnension has been estimated to be of the order of 20Å~10fikm. Even

if we assume that only one cloud of this scale exists, its density is ncioud =O.9.

Consequently a is only of the order of ten. Neither increase of degree of ioni-

zation in the Quter atmosphere nor that of electron temperature can remove off

this discrepancy of ev. Hence it seems dithcult to identify the condensation which
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kas been assumed to do some role iR the interpretation of the metallic ionization

with calcium cloud observed in the outer atmosphere of K star. These di{ficulties

will remain aiso in tke case of r-M-distribution of matter. In his discussion of

matter ejection from red supergiant star as observed in Alpha Herculis, Wilson G9)

considered the radiation pressure of Lyman Alpha and suggested that the non-

uniformity of the effect of radiatioR pressure would produce the fluctuation of

density in the upper atmoSphere, i.e., condensation. As wel} as the presence of

condensation, mechanism of its formation is still remained unknown.

   We derived kigh electron temperature in the atmosphere with severa! assump-

tions. Atmospheric height we are considering ranges frorn t.he base to O.35 ro•

If we compare our results with the temperature increase from solar chrornosphere

to corona, temperature increase of oRr case seems. not so absurd. On the analogy

witk the solar coroRa, if we assume the presence of granulation and the prb'

duction of a stream of acoustic noise from granu}ation, the heating of the upper

atmosphere would be explained. Hewever, because of the !ack of detailed data

near the photospheric base, we do not proceed to further discu$sions.

   Let us consider the temperature derived by the metkod of scale height. Of

cogrse, the atmosphere of red supergiant star cannot be considered to be in

hydrostatic equilibyigm, but as a crude approximat!on we may apply formally to

our case in the lower atmospltere. The density gradient of ionized calciurn is

1.01Å~ 10m'i cm-i for Zeta Aurigae (1) and 1.3Å~ 10-!2 cm'ui for 31 Cygni (2). As tur'

bulent velocities, Yt, we take the upper limits of observed valges, namely, 10 km/sec

for Zeta Aurigae and 20km/sec for 31 Cygni. Applying the usual formula:

                            )'mkTÅÄ"IZ:gv7/3, (zo

we filld T==5Å~1050K for Zeta Aurigae and T==5Å~1060K for 31 Cygni. They are

very high values and aye oÅí the order of the temperature of solar corona. 7'
decreases at the upper atmosphere for both sSars, and these temperatures increase

mttch. Of course this is formal discussion, giving only the upper limits of tem-

perature.

   In bg6 we kave considered r-"Z-distribution of matter and discussed the state

of upper atmosphere with respect to calcium. Results show that for Wilson and

Abt's mode! of Case Zl, a ranges from 106 to 107•S for Zeta Aurigae and from 105•S

to 106•' for 31 Cygni. These values are slighÅíly higher than that for hydrostatic

case. For the assumptions to reduce a, the resu}ts with the assumption of high

electron temperature are shown in Fig. 18 for both stars. Comparing these resu!ts

with those in bRRb 3 and 4, we find that there is no remarl<abie difference between

the two forms of density distribution.
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